Crimping Euro Contacts for the DIN41612 96 pin connector
Sierra Automated Systems Engineering Brief EB022608
Many Sierra Automated Systems products use the 96 pin DIN41612 connector
for user interface. Gold plated contacts are crimped onto discrete wire and
inserted into the 96 pin housing before connecting to the equipment. The
contacts snap into the housing to provide a permanent, high reliability point of
connection.
The diagrams which follow detail how to crimp and how to recognize good and
bad crimps. Please review them well before starting to wire.
SAS recommends a Tyco ProCrimper tool, part number AMP 58495-1.
The contacts may not be removed from the housing without an extraction tool,
and Engineering Brief 111094 is repeated below for information on this.

Crimp Contact Removal, EB111094
Please review the enclosed diagrams SAS32CR1 and SAS32CR2. These
documents provide good insight into recognizing a properly crimped contact, but
do not offer enough information on removal and re-insertion of contacts. This
process is a skill that anyone can learn in a short time.
It is very important to grasp the wire from the rear and press it forward in the
housing to release any pressure between the locking tang of the contact and the
plastic retaining tab inside of the housing. The wire/contact should be held
forward while the extraction tool is used to depress the locking tang of the
contact enough to release the contact from the housing. Failure to hold forward
pressure during the depression of the contact tang may result in the plastic
retaining tab of the housing breaking off. Once the housing is damaged in this
manner it must be discarded and a new housing must be used.
When inserting the extraction tool, keep the probe straight and centered. It does
not take much pressure to depress the locking tang of the contact if it is free and
unobstructed. If the extraction tool is inserted at too much of an angle you run
the risk of hitting the plastic retaining tab, and if too much pressure is used you
can break or damage the tab. Once the contact locking tang is depressed the
wire/contact may be freely removed. Do not exert force. If the wire/contact does
not easily slide out of the housing the tang has not been depressed enough to
clear the retaining tab.

Once the contact has been successfully extracted the locking tang will be slightly
depressed or 'flattened'. Carefully lift the tang straight up until the tang is about
level with the upper surface of the contact box zone. You may alternately use
the extraction tool nose to press up from the underside of the contact box zone
until the locking tang is restored to the correct height.
It is very important to practice before extracting contacts from a housing which
has many wires inserted. SAS can provide a spare housing for practice on
request. You may even wish to cut a housing apart to see the physical
construction of the locking tabs.
If you proceed cautiously and practice you should be able to easily extract and
re-insert contacts many times without damage.

